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Teaching Design in a Global Context
Hello...
All things in my life are about what I’ve come to embrace as this idea of design.
Baltimore
I truly understand and appreciate the importance of quality education.
I spent a lots of time thinking, imagining, pretending, playing.
My high school teachers saw something in me, that I was unaware of... potential
Philadelphia
University of the Arts
Department of Design
Design is a creative process...
Influences are worldwide...
Switzerland
Germany
Italy
Brazil
Ghana
Japan
Uniquely ‘American’
Designers must synthesize...
It’s better to travel...
Unconventional
Informational
Afro Asian

Hair Dresser

TEL: 020 8965 8048

Identifiable
Worldview
Study abroad
Faculty exchange
International Workshops
Visiting Professor
Rio de Janeiro
Belo Horizonte
Schwäbisch Gmünd
Singapore
Teaching... and learning
Seeing...
Seeking...
Sharing...
What I learned...
Students do more with less...
Students do more with less...
Be prepared... for anything
Sink
 Missing
Be understanding...
Break down barriers...
Be patient...
Be diplomatic...
Try to learn their names...
Jenny or Yi Zhang
Go out to eat...
As for our students...
Do you really...?
Why don’t you use...?
G.W. Bush was not my fault.
It’s not okay...
Don’t show surprise...
What did they gain?
I expanded my range...
I grew as a person...
I have empathy...
I found new friends...
I found my sense of self...
Globalizing the curriculum
the affable professor brian stone presents...
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Thank you
Brian and Zhi Yun at NUS, Singapore